5 Retirement Mistakes You Can Fix

T

o err is human, but some
mistakes are worse than others,
and slip-ups that occur while
you’re planning for retirement can come
back to haunt you ﬁnancially.
But it may not be too late for you to
ﬁx some common mistakes. Here are
ﬁve prime examples:
1. Saving too little. It seems
obvious, but not setting aside enough
money could become a big problem if
you underestimate the amount you’ll
need to live on—all the more likely as
life expectancies continue to rise. So if
your employer offers a 401(k) plan with
matching contributions, try to take full
advantage of it, even though your takehome pay will be reduced by deferrals.
And you can supplement these savings
with IRA contributions.
2. Starting too late. From the start
of your career there are many ﬁnancial
priorities competing for a share of your
salary. You may be saving to buy a
home or to put your kids through school.
Yet while early contributions to a
retirement plan can produce outsized
beneﬁts, you may be able to make up for
lost time if you put as much as the law
allows into your retirement savings. For

2017, the maximum 401(k) deferral is
$18,000 or $24,000 if you’re age 50 or
over. The IRA limit is $5,500 or $6,500
if age 50 or over. You also might decide
to work a few years longer than you’d
originally planned. That can boost your
savings while reducing the length of
your retirement.
3. Ignoring taxes. Taxes are an
essential part of the retirement planning
equation. When you take money out of
your retirement plans you’ll likely owe
federal and state income tax on those
distributions. Part of your Social
Security beneﬁts
also is subject to
taxation. And your
tax rate during
retirement might be
higher than you
expect if you don’t
get some of the
deductions you were
able to claim while
you were working. Factoring in taxes
when you plan for retirement will help
you create a more realistic scenario.
4. Not diversifying your
investments. While you’ve undoubtedly
heard about the beneﬁts of spreading

your investment dollars across many
kinds of holdings, it’s often tempting to
stick with investments that have been
doing well for you. But there’s no
guarantee that gains on a particular stock
or fund will continue, and creating a
diversiﬁed portfolio can help reduce the
risk that you’ll be hurt by losses in one
or two investments. Just keep in mind
that diversiﬁcation doesn’t provide
guaranteed protection, especially in
declining markets.
5. Ending retirement planning
when you retire. Even after you retire
you’ll have
important decisions
to make. You’ll need
to make sure your
portfolio stays
diversiﬁed, and
you’ll likely need to
allocate some
money to stocks or
other investments
that may help you keep pace with
rising costs.
Maybe the biggest overall mistake
you can make is assuming you know it
all. Reach out for expert assistance to
avoid the common traps. ●

An Early Retirement Dream

currency ﬂuctuations could affect the
value of your investments.
Step 5: Count on taxes. Finally, don’t
dismiss taxes as a factor. Even if tax rates
fall soon, they could rise
again, and taxes always
will erode your
retirement savings to
some degree. One
strategy that may help is
to move to a state with
lower state tax rates.
Cashing in stocks
during your retirement
will result in capital gains, currently taxed
at favorable rates, while distributions from
retirement plans such as 401(k)s and
traditional IRAs are taxed at higher rates
for ordinary income. Also, payouts you
take before age 59½ may be hit with a
10% tax penalty. (Roth IRA distributions

can be tax-free, but you still may be
penalized if you withdraw funds too
early.) Remember that you must begin
taking required minimum distributions
(RMDs) from most retirement
plans and traditional IRAs
after age 70½. In addition,
Social Security beneﬁts may
be subject to tax.
These and other steps can
help take you closer to your
dream of early retirement. ●
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insurance, based on your destinations.
Step 4: Maximize your investments.
Saving more for retirement—and that
includes how you invest your funds—may
enable you to call it quits early.
Of course, everyone’s situation is
different. Put together a diversiﬁed
portfolio that is aimed at your objectives
while taking into account your personal
risk tolerance. Frequently, your assets
will involve a mix of stocks, bonds,
mutual funds, and perhaps other
investments such as real estate and
exchange-traded funds (ETFs).
International investments, too, may
be part of that mix, though such holdings
bring special risks, including the potential
that economic and political turmoil and
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5 Steps To Realize An
Early Retirement Dream

H

ave you dreamed about getting
out of the rat race and retiring
early? You could live a simpler
life, pursue personal passions such as
travel or recreation, and reduce your stress
level. But you might think an early
retirement is just for multimillionaires and
out of your reach.
Think again. Early retirement doesn’t
have to be a pipe dream. It could become a
reality through some
diligent planning and
dedication to your goals.
These ﬁve steps may
push you along the way:
Step 1: Plan on
spending less. Don’t
give up if retirement
planning calculators
show you’ll need much more than what
you believe you conceivably can set aside.
You can put a sizable dent in the “nut” you
have to crack by signiﬁcantly reducing
your spending habits.
Remember that you won’t be
incurring commuting costs and a highpriced wardrobe for your job once you
leave work. Furthermore, if you’re
hoping to travel around the world, you
may be able to do it on a tighter budget
than you thought. And simplifying your
lifestyle—for example, maintaining just
one car (or not even having one) instead of
two—will provide savings.
Of course, life likely will throw you
some curveballs, so be prepared for that,
too. Build a cushion into your plan.
Step 2: Downsize your home. Part
and parcel of the ﬁrst step to early
retirement is a reduction in housing costs.
For most people, this is the single
largest drain on savings. Do you really
need that rambling colonial in the

suburbs if your kids are grown and out of
the house? This can be especially
beneﬁcial if the mortgage is paid off.
You can sell the home at a sizable gain,
move to a less expensive place, and pocket
the difference.
Consider a retirement community if
you’re age 55 or older. If that’s not the
right ﬁt, look for housing that’s affordable
but gives you the ﬂexibility you want.
For some early
retirees, it’s an
apartment in a city
with easy access to
restaurants and stores.
Step 3: Secure
adequate health
insurance. One of
those curveballs could
be your health. Even if you’re in
reasonably good shape as you enter early
retirement, there’s no way to predict what
will follow. And your retirement could last
longer than you initially expected.
Medicare kicks in at age 65 and you
can supplement it with another policy.
Prior to that age, the Affordable Care Act
(ACA) has made it easier for some
people to retire early, but the future of
the ACA, in this current climate, is in
jeopardy. Conduct in-depth research to
ﬁnd health insurance policies that
provide the necessary coverage at a cost
you can handle. Depending on your
situation, you might opt for a highdeductible plan. In any event, you can’t
go without health insurance!
If you expect to be traveling
extensively, include this in your health
insurance considerations. For instance,
you may decide to obtain temporary travel
(Continued on page 4)

Fate Of Fiduciary
Rule Is Uncertain,
But Count On Us

O

n February 3, 2017, President
Trump issued an executive
order on the controversial
new “ﬁduciary rule,” authorizing
further review. It was scheduled to
take effect on April 10, 2017. On
March 2, 2017, the Department of
Labor (DOL) extended the comment
period for 60 days.
The new rule would require
ﬁnancial advisors and their ﬁrms to
uphold certain ﬁduciary standards
when they are compensated for
investment advice and
recommendations relating to
retirement accounts such as 401(k)s
and IRAs. Essentially, advisors and
ﬁrms would have to represent that
they’re putting the best interest of
clients before their own.
This “best interest” provision
would have had to be included in a
written contract that would say that the
advice being offered is based on a
client’s particular needs.
After much discussion, the
modiﬁed ﬁnal rule covered some assets
that were thought to have been
excluded, such as variable annuities,
and eliminated certain requirements on
fee projections.
Although the ultimate fate of the
rule is now up in the air, some ﬁrms
have already implemented changes
relating to the rule and are likely to
stick with them.
Rest assured, regardless of how
this plays out, our ﬁrm has your best
interest at heart. Don’t hesitate to
contact us if you have any questions.

Robert J. Pyle, CFP, CFA

IRS Adjusts Retirement Plan Limits

E

very year, the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) adjusts the
amounts you can contribute to
employer retirement plans and IRAs,
based on inﬂation indexing. For 2017,
the limits are slightly higher in some
cases, while others stay the same.
Here’s a rundown on the key limits
for participants:
Limits that will change for 2017
Deﬁned contribution plans – The
limit on total annual additions to
401(k), proﬁt-sharing plans, and other
such vehicles is increased to $54,000
for 2017 (up from $53,000).
Deﬁned beneﬁt plans –
The maximum size of the
annual beneﬁt for traditional
pensions and related
retirement plans increases
to $215,000 for 2017 (up
from $210,000).
Annual compensation –
The maximum amount of
compensation that can be
taken into account for most
employer retirement plan
calculations increases to
$270,000 (up from $265,000).
Deductible IRA
contributions – Phase-outs in 2017 for
deductible IRA contributions will
reﬂect the following changes:
●
For single ﬁlers participating in
an employer plan, the phase-out range

increases to between $62,000 and
$72,000 for 2017 (up from $61,000
and $71,000).
●
For an IRA contributor ﬁling
jointly who participates in an employer
plan, the phase-out range increases to
between $99,000 and $119,000 (up
from $98,000 through $118,000).
●
For an IRA contributor ﬁling
jointly whose spouse participates in an
employer plan, the phase-out range
increases to between $186,000 and
$196,000 for 2017 (up from a range of
$184,000 to $194,000).

Roth IRA contributions – For
single ﬁlers, phase-outs for the ability
to make contributions increase to a
range of from $118,000 to $133,000
for 2017 (up from $117,000 to

$132,000). For joint ﬁlers, the phaseout range increases to between
$186,000 and $196,000 for 2017 (up
from $184,000 to $194,000 for 2016).
Limits that won’t change in 2017
Elective deferrals – The deferral
limit for those who participate in a
401(k), 403(b), most 457 plans, and the
government’s thrift savings plan
remains at $18,000 for 2017. The limit
for catch-up contributions to these
plans for participants age 50 or over
remains at $6,000.
SIMPLE plan deferrals – The limit
on earnings deferrals to a
SIMPLE plan remains at
$12,500 for 2017. The limit
for catch-up contributions for
participants age 50 or over
holds steady at $3,000.
Highly compensated
employees – The dollar limit
used to deﬁne highly
compensated employees
(HCEs) for employer plans
stays at $120,000 for 2017.
IRA and Roth
contributions – The
maximum amount you
can contribute to
traditional and Roth IRAs stays at
$5,500 for 2017. The $1,000 limit on
catch-up contributions for
participants 50 or over isn’t subject to
inﬂation indexing. ●

Teach Employees About Computer Scams

C

omputer criminals seem to be
stepping up their efforts to steal
your personal and ﬁnancial
information—and your money.
The two most common approaches
are the “tech support” scam, aimed
primarily at individuals, and the
“ransomware” scam, mostly used
against businesses.
In a typical tech support scam,
unsolicited phone callers say they are
calling about “Windows,” the popular
operating system of computer software
giant Microsoft. Don’t believe it.
Microsoft says it never makes
unsolicited phone calls about Windows
computer problems.

Do not allow such a caller to take
control of your computer. Hang up the
phone immediately. This scam has been
around since 2009.
Ransomware schemes have been
around even longer, since 1989 when a
disturbed biologist sent infected ﬂoppy
discs to an AIDS conference sponsored
by the World Health Organization.
This scam is aimed at businesses
primarily because all it takes is for one
employee to click on a link that then
allows a scammer to take control of a
business’s computer system by shutting
down the system or paralyzing it with
encrypted, unintelligible jargon.
The scammer then demands a

ransom, usually to be paid through an
untraceable virtual currency such as
bitcoin, to unlock the system and return
it to normal.
The Federal Bureau of
Investigation estimates that since 2015,
U.S. companies have paid a total of $25
million to ransomware scammers.
The ransomware scam can start
with a phone call much like the ones
used by tech support scammers. In such
a case, an employee is urged to allow
the caller to obtain access to a
business’s computer system. Again,
don’t do it! Ever!
Today’s version of the increasingly
complicated scam also can start with a

Four Tax-Wise Ways To Donate Gifts To Charity

H

ow can you donate to charity?
Let us count the ways.
Although there are many
variations on these themes, there are
four basic paths for making
contributions to charitable organizations
that let you take tax deductions while
pursuing your philanthropic goals.
They are:
1. Direct contributions: This is
the easiest method. You simply write a
check or make an online donation. If
you’re giving tangible property, such as
artwork, you’ll need to deliver it
physically to the charitable group.
Most such contributions are fully
deductible on your tax return, but there
could be limitations on the size of your
write-off based on your adjusted gross
income (AGI) for the year:
●
Contributions to public charities
are limited to 50% of your AGI.
●
Contributions of appreciated
property (for example, publicly
traded stocks) to public charities
can’t exceed 30% of your AGI.
●
Contributions of appreciated
property to private foundations
are limited to 20% of your AGI.
But in all of these cases any
amount that exceeds the limits can be
claimed on the following year’s return,
and such “carryovers” may continue for
up to ﬁve years.
2. Donor-advised funds: With a

donor-advised fund, you give your
money to a fund that’s set up with an
institutional partner. There might be a
minimum contribution amount, and
the fund may charge fees to cover its
costs. But one big advantage of this
approach is that you can make a
donation to the fund and get an
immediate tax deduction and then
decide later where you want your
money to go.
Once you choose to give a
speciﬁed amount to a particular charity,
the fund will verify that the
organization is
eligible to
receive taxdeductible
contributions.
Once your grant
is approved,
the money
goes to the
group with
an indication
that it was
made on your recommendation. You
also can request that your gift be
made anonymously.
3. Charitable gift annuities: This
approach is somewhat more
sophisticated than direct gifts and
donor-advised funds. A charitable gift
annuity is a contract between a donor
and a charity. You agree to transfer

“phishing” email that asks a business
computer user to click on a link to a
website, article, or photograph that
appears to be legitimate.
Scammers, in
fact, are adept at
creating legitimatelooking company
names, fake caller
IDs, and bogus
company logos.
Business owners
may be able to avoid
these pitfalls by
educating their
employees about ransomware scams
and how they work.
First, tell your employees never to
take an unsolicited phone call from a

stranger and then allow the caller access
to your company’s computer system.
Tell your employees not to rely on
caller ID numbers to authenticate calls.
Also tell them
about phishing emails
that offer information
or rewards if an
enclosed link is
clicked on.
Tell them never to
click on a link from an
unknown source, even
if the email contains a
legitimate-looking
company name and logo.
If your employees don’t know the
source of an email, tell them not to click
on a link or attachment – ever! ●

money, securities, or other assets to
the organization, which in turn agrees
to make speciﬁed payments to
“annuitants”—usually you or you and
someone else you designate.
What are the tax consequences?
As the donor, you’re entitled to a
charitable deduction in the year you
make your donation to the charity
that is adjusted to account for the
expected payments you’ll receive,
based on your life expectancy and
other factors.
4. Charitable trusts: There are
two main types
to consider:
the charitable
remainder trust
(CRT) and the
charitable lead
trust (CLT).
With a
CRT, you set
up the trust
and transfer
selected assets
to it. The charity often acts as the
trustee and manages the assets. During
the trust term, you (or another
beneﬁciary or beneﬁciaries you
specify) receive regular payments
from the trust. The CRT may last for a
term of speciﬁed years or your
lifetime. Finally, when the trust ends,
the remaining assets from your
contribution (the remainder) go to the
charity. You get a current tax
deduction based on the projected
value of that remainder.
A CLT works the opposite way.
You still transfer assets to the trust,
but annual payments go to the
speciﬁed charity, and the remainder
at the end of the trust term goes to
the beneﬁciaries you designated.
Regardless of whether you use a
CRT or a CLT, the annual payments
may be based on a ﬁxed amount or a
percentage of assets. Other special
rules apply, so be sure to obtain
expert guidance.
This is a brief overview of
current rules. But these approaches
could be affected by proposed tax
changes. We’ll keep you up to date
on any changes. ●
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5 Retirement Mistakes You Can Fix

T

o err is human, but some
mistakes are worse than others,
and slip-ups that occur while
you’re planning for retirement can come
back to haunt you ﬁnancially.
But it may not be too late for you to
ﬁx some common mistakes. Here are
ﬁve prime examples:
1. Saving too little. It seems
obvious, but not setting aside enough
money could become a big problem if
you underestimate the amount you’ll
need to live on—all the more likely as
life expectancies continue to rise. So if
your employer offers a 401(k) plan with
matching contributions, try to take full
advantage of it, even though your takehome pay will be reduced by deferrals.
And you can supplement these savings
with IRA contributions.
2. Starting too late. From the start
of your career there are many ﬁnancial
priorities competing for a share of your
salary. You may be saving to buy a
home or to put your kids through school.
Yet while early contributions to a
retirement plan can produce outsized
beneﬁts, you may be able to make up for
lost time if you put as much as the law
allows into your retirement savings. For

2017, the maximum 401(k) deferral is
$18,000 or $24,000 if you’re age 50 or
over. The IRA limit is $5,500 or $6,500
if age 50 or over. You also might decide
to work a few years longer than you’d
originally planned. That can boost your
savings while reducing the length of
your retirement.
3. Ignoring taxes. Taxes are an
essential part of the retirement planning
equation. When you take money out of
your retirement plans you’ll likely owe
federal and state income tax on those
distributions. Part of your Social
Security beneﬁts
also is subject to
taxation. And your
tax rate during
retirement might be
higher than you
expect if you don’t
get some of the
deductions you were
able to claim while
you were working. Factoring in taxes
when you plan for retirement will help
you create a more realistic scenario.
4. Not diversifying your
investments. While you’ve undoubtedly
heard about the beneﬁts of spreading

your investment dollars across many
kinds of holdings, it’s often tempting to
stick with investments that have been
doing well for you. But there’s no
guarantee that gains on a particular stock
or fund will continue, and creating a
diversiﬁed portfolio can help reduce the
risk that you’ll be hurt by losses in one
or two investments. Just keep in mind
that diversiﬁcation doesn’t provide
guaranteed protection, especially in
declining markets.
5. Ending retirement planning
when you retire. Even after you retire
you’ll have
important decisions
to make. You’ll need
to make sure your
portfolio stays
diversiﬁed, and
you’ll likely need to
allocate some
money to stocks or
other investments
that may help you keep pace with
rising costs.
Maybe the biggest overall mistake
you can make is assuming you know it
all. Reach out for expert assistance to
avoid the common traps. ●

An Early Retirement Dream

currency ﬂuctuations could affect the
value of your investments.
Step 5: Count on taxes. Finally, don’t
dismiss taxes as a factor. Even if tax rates
fall soon, they could rise
again, and taxes always
will erode your
retirement savings to
some degree. One
strategy that may help is
to move to a state with
lower state tax rates.
Cashing in stocks
during your retirement
will result in capital gains, currently taxed
at favorable rates, while distributions from
retirement plans such as 401(k)s and
traditional IRAs are taxed at higher rates
for ordinary income. Also, payouts you
take before age 59½ may be hit with a
10% tax penalty. (Roth IRA distributions

can be tax-free, but you still may be
penalized if you withdraw funds too
early.) Remember that you must begin
taking required minimum distributions
(RMDs) from most retirement
plans and traditional IRAs
after age 70½. In addition,
Social Security beneﬁts may
be subject to tax.
These and other steps can
help take you closer to your
dream of early retirement. ●

(Continued from page 1)

insurance, based on your destinations.
Step 4: Maximize your investments.
Saving more for retirement—and that
includes how you invest your funds—may
enable you to call it quits early.
Of course, everyone’s situation is
different. Put together a diversiﬁed
portfolio that is aimed at your objectives
while taking into account your personal
risk tolerance. Frequently, your assets
will involve a mix of stocks, bonds,
mutual funds, and perhaps other
investments such as real estate and
exchange-traded funds (ETFs).
International investments, too, may
be part of that mix, though such holdings
bring special risks, including the potential
that economic and political turmoil and
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Income-generating investments such as stocks, bonds,
mutual funds, ETFs and real estate may offer attractive
yields and other benefits, but they are complex
investments with unique tax characteristics and
significant risks. As a result, these investments may not
be suitable for all clients. It is important to understand
all the features, characteristics and risks of any particular investment offering under consideration. Consult
with a tax advisor before investing in such income-generating investments.
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5 Steps To Realize An
Early Retirement Dream

H

ave you dreamed about getting
out of the rat race and retiring
early? You could live a simpler
life, pursue personal passions such as
travel or recreation, and reduce your stress
level. But you might think an early
retirement is just for multimillionaires and
out of your reach.
Think again. Early retirement doesn’t
have to be a pipe dream. It could become a
reality through some
diligent planning and
dedication to your goals.
These ﬁve steps may
push you along the way:
Step 1: Plan on
spending less. Don’t
give up if retirement
planning calculators
show you’ll need much more than what
you believe you conceivably can set aside.
You can put a sizable dent in the “nut” you
have to crack by signiﬁcantly reducing
your spending habits.
Remember that you won’t be
incurring commuting costs and a highpriced wardrobe for your job once you
leave work. Furthermore, if you’re
hoping to travel around the world, you
may be able to do it on a tighter budget
than you thought. And simplifying your
lifestyle—for example, maintaining just
one car (or not even having one) instead of
two—will provide savings.
Of course, life likely will throw you
some curveballs, so be prepared for that,
too. Build a cushion into your plan.
Step 2: Downsize your home. Part
and parcel of the ﬁrst step to early
retirement is a reduction in housing costs.
For most people, this is the single
largest drain on savings. Do you really
need that rambling colonial in the

suburbs if your kids are grown and out of
the house? This can be especially
beneﬁcial if the mortgage is paid off.
You can sell the home at a sizable gain,
move to a less expensive place, and pocket
the difference.
Consider a retirement community if
you’re age 55 or older. If that’s not the
right ﬁt, look for housing that’s affordable
but gives you the ﬂexibility you want.
For some early
retirees, it’s an
apartment in a city
with easy access to
restaurants and stores.
Step 3: Secure
adequate health
insurance. One of
those curveballs could
be your health. Even if you’re in
reasonably good shape as you enter early
retirement, there’s no way to predict what
will follow. And your retirement could last
longer than you initially expected.
Medicare kicks in at age 65 and you
can supplement it with another policy.
Prior to that age, the Affordable Care Act
(ACA) has made it easier for some
people to retire early, but the future of
the ACA, in this current climate, is in
jeopardy. Conduct in-depth research to
ﬁnd health insurance policies that
provide the necessary coverage at a cost
you can handle. Depending on your
situation, you might opt for a highdeductible plan. In any event, you can’t
go without health insurance!
If you expect to be traveling
extensively, include this in your health
insurance considerations. For instance,
you may decide to obtain temporary travel
(Continued on page 4)

Fate Of Fiduciary
Rule Is Uncertain,
But Count On Us

O

n February 3, 2017, President
Trump issued an executive
order on the controversial
new “ﬁduciary rule,” authorizing
further review. It was scheduled to
take effect on April 10, 2017. On
March 2, 2017, the Department of
Labor (DOL) extended the comment
period for 60 days.
The new rule would require
ﬁnancial advisors and their ﬁrms to
uphold certain ﬁduciary standards
when they are compensated for
investment advice and
recommendations relating to
retirement accounts such as 401(k)s
and IRAs. Essentially, advisors and
ﬁrms would have to represent that
they’re putting the best interest of
clients before their own.
This “best interest” provision
would have had to be included in a
written contract that would say that the
advice being offered is based on a
client’s particular needs.
After much discussion, the
modiﬁed ﬁnal rule covered some assets
that were thought to have been
excluded, such as variable annuities,
and eliminated certain requirements on
fee projections.
Although the ultimate fate of the
rule is now up in the air, some ﬁrms
have already implemented changes
relating to the rule and are likely to
stick with them.
Rest assured, regardless of how
this plays out, our ﬁrm has your best
interest at heart. Don’t hesitate to
contact us if you have any questions.

Robert J. Pyle, CFP, CFA

